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Abstract
This manuscript based on the results of a survey, reviews the typical of cell application which can be used for there development of the human and technology in this
manuscript we are focusing on the computer and technology and show our well defined to technology in the manuscript. Difficulties, encountered by existing users, in
implementing their computer systems are outlined. The article concludes with a brief discussion of the impact of computer use on a number of significant measures of
performance.
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Letter to Editor
External appearance of human body depends on the size of skeleton,
muscle shape and thickness of the fat layer which change with individual's
age and sex [1]. Males generally have tall bodies, broad shoulders,
body hair and unequal fat stores as compare to females. Mind and
spinal string structure the imperative control arrangement of the body. Mind is
the driver of the train called body. Considerations travel every which way like
a jam-packed train. For improving the life and live it without limit, an
individual needs following the contemplations. A solitary unaided idea may
land the individual in a tough situation. Picture a stuffed train going ahead the
station. Travelers boarded on the previous stations get down and the new
travelers start boarding the train for excursion to the stations straightaway.
Musings come like waves in the sea. Waves create in the sea and continue
coming to the shores. No hint of the wave's starting point at any point found
by lay people. Mind waves' example is estimated by EEG (Electro
Encephalograph) food is fuel to life. Great light food creates vitality to
confront challenges throughout everyday life. While the substantial or low
quality nourishment degenerates vitality also, makes physical and mental
torpidity [2]. Another crucial organ of the body is heart that siphons blood.
New blood is provided to different organs and old blood is pulled back to the
heart for cleansing and refreshing. Heart waves are estimated by ECG
(Electrocardiography) considerations continue traveling every which way in
human brain and more the green banner is utilized to shed the futile
musings, lighter turns into the mind and more joyful the day by day life [3].
Specialists state, CELL is the premise building square of human body. The
working of fundamental body is shaped by a cell, a tissue, muscle, nerve,
skin, blood, bone morrow and bones. Billions of cells make a human body.
Cell's external layer is called cell layer and contains cytoplasm. This
cytoplasm contains numerous organelles-the most significant of which is
core. Core is the seat of DNA. DNA contains crucial hereditary data and is
commonly utilized by researchers to build up the parentage of a youngster.
Mind is likewise the authority of exercises done by the pieces of the body.
Cerebrum-left or right-has neurons as constituent. Neurons assume the job
of communicator to convey messages from mind to the whole body. Neurons
are additionally alluded to engine neurons [4,5]. Engine neurons are of three
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sorts-multi-polar, bipolar and unipolar neurons. Neurons have dendrites as
their shoots. Dendrites get concoction signals from different neurons that
cause electrical driving forces in human body. Central Nervous System (CNS)the body's head controlling and planning focus relies intensely on billions of
neurons gathered as nerves that transmit driving forces between the CNS
and different organs of the body. Such driving forces can be classified into
engine motivations and electrical driving forces. Engine driving forces direct
various pieces of the body to go about as justified by outer condition and
circumstances and electrical motivations are consistently grinding away
inside the body and prepared to respond to the condition and circumstance.
Circumstance warrants the cerebrum to act properly and mind chooses to
battle or flight [6]. In battle or flight mode, muscles fix and engine activity
happens. Nervousness, outrage and stress structure the establishment for
the brain to respond. Engine motivations and electrical driving forces both
capacity to choose the response to circumstance. Positive or negative
activities result. In light of circumstance and its handling, winning or losing
follows [7]. Core of the cell enacts engine motivations as well as electrical
driving forces. Cell-the essential structure square envelopes the core. Core
initiates cell accepting sustenance from food [8]. Food is the fuel to
manufacture better cells.
Note: The author isn't a specialist. The perspectives communicated in this
article are exclusively that of the writer for general attention to the per user
and the diary bears no obligation
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